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1. Introduction. 

Experiments on nuclei using purely electromagnetic probes are 

particularly transparent in that the interaction is among the simplest 

and best understood in nuclear physics. With this understanding of 

the entrance channel the details of the nuclear structure can be 

studied directly by measuring either the excitation cross sections, 

or the properties of the reaction products. Nevertheless, this great 

potential has remained relatively unexploited, whilst reactions 

employing nucleons as probes have contributed much detailed information 

even though the interactions of such projectiles with the nucleus 

are complex and incompletely known. One obvious reason for this state 

of affairs is that the interaction cross sections for nuclear force 

probes are generally several orders of magnitude greater than the 

corresponding electromagnetic cross sections. But there are other 

reasons, for example, incident beam resolution, background problems, 

general accelerator performance, and the ability to easily discri

minate between the different charged particles. In all these respects, 

experiments with nuclear force probes have enjoyed a considerable 

advantage. 

With the recent construction of high current, large duty factor 

electron accelerators, and the simultaneous improvement of beam 

handling systems and magnetic spectrometers, the virtual photon tech

nique of electron scattering has been developed to exploit some of 

the advantages of the electromagnetic probe. Experimental resolutions 
-4 of better than 10 -are now a reality. Nevertheless, because of its 

small mass, the electron is easily deflected and the consequent radia

tive background often presents a practical data analysis problem that 

is comparable to the theoretical uncertainties associated with strong 

interaction probes. Moreover, whilst the ability to vary the momen

tum transfer gives electron scattering the power to sensitively test 

the details of nuclear models, data is needed over a wide range of 

momentum transfer before the quantitative results obtained for multi-

polarity and strength determinations become relatively model-inde

pendent. In principle, none of the above disadvantages should apply 

to experiments in which the studied reaction is initiated by real 

photons. In this case, however, severe practical limitations arise 

from the lack of a high-resolution, continuously variable y-ray source. 
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The main thrust of this and subsequent reports is directed to 

the possible capabilities and applications of an IKO photon facility. 

Particular emphasis will be given to the brensstrahlung monochro-

mator. This is a device for Identifying (or * tagging*1) the energies 

of individual photons in a y-ray bean that is continuous in energy. 

In this, the first part, we discuss the various experimental tech

niques for producing beams of photons. 

2. Electron Bremsstrahlunq. 

In the past, most photonuclear experiments have been performed 

using bremsstrahlung, the flux of y^rays produced when an energetic 

beam of electrons is allowed to strike a thin target. The resultant 

spectrum (see fig. 1) is continuous in energy, extending up to the 

kinetic energy of the radiating electron« Thus, many nuclear states 

can be excited in the studied target, and these usually contribute 

a large background to the particular reaction being measured. For 

example, if it is desired to measure the dependence of a cross section 

on Y-ray energy, it is necessary to advance the peak bremsstrahlung 

energy in small steps over the region of interest, and then "unfold" 

the measured data to derive the wanted cross section. At each elec

tron energy only those photons in the top energy interval produce 

reactions of interest, the large bulk of the bremsstrahlung spectrum 

produces a background which must be subtracted off. Such measurements 

demand high statistical precision and great stability of the expe

rimental apparatus. When the technique is employed to measure a 

reaction cross section far above its threshold the results obtained 

become restricted to mediocre resolution and are subject to sub

stantial systematic uncertainties. On the other hand, brensstrahlung 

methods do offer some advantages. 

Firstly, the bremsstrahlung flux is easily the most intense source 

of high energy photons i an important consideration in view of the 
minuteness of the electromagnetic cross section. For example, a 

100 yA average current of 50 MeV electrons Incident upon a htgh-Z 

radiator of thickness 0,01 r.l* would produce about 4x10 photons 

per sec, distributed approximately as the inverse of their energy. 

Under these conditions, the number of y-rays in the range 49-50 MeV 

would be 'v 10 per second. 
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In some classes of experiments, for example where the energies 

of the reaction products are measured, the continuous nature of 

the bremsstrahlung spectrum is not necessarily disadvantageous. One 

particular example of this is the resonance fluorescence technique, 

where the spectrum of photons scattered from a target is measured 

using a high resolution solid state detector. With an approximate 

knowledge of the shape of che bremsstrahlung spectrum and the low-

energy nuclear level scheme it is possible to define some of the 

reaction channels through excited residual states . Other examples 
21 are the threshold photoneutron technique , where the spectrum of 

neutrons dislodged by photons with energy close to the (y, n) thres

hold is measured by time-of-flight, or the photodisintegratlon of light 
3 

nuclei, say He(y, pd), where the energies of the reaction products 
31 

(p and d) are measured in coincidence . 

Photons emitted in the bremssurahlung process also exhibit poten-
41 51 

tially useful linear and circular ' polarization properties. The 

magnitude of the linear polarization depends sensitively upon the 

bremsstrahlung radiatot thickness and 6, the angle between the momen

tum vectors of the incident electron and the y-ray, and to a lesser 

extent upon the ratio of the energies of the photon and incident elec

tron ai/Eo . It is a maximum for infinitely thin radiators and 
1" 6 = nuc /F, , where m is the electron rest mass. With careful beam 

collimation polarizations of greater than 50% may be achieved, as 

shown in fig. 2 

3. Positron Annihilatlon-in-fl:.ght. 
1 ' i ' i ii • * 

The advent of high intensity linear accelerators brought to rea

lization the possibility of usLng the monochromatic photons produced 

by the annih.ilation-in-flight of a beam of positrons. 7!he forward-
2 

directed annihilation photons nave energy E ~Q = E + + % m c , 

where B + is the energy of tha incident positron beam. Principally 

at Saclay and Llvermore, the tachnique has been utilized to resolve 

many of the uncertainties associated with the old bremsstrahlung data, 

and to establish a considerabla body of (y, n) cross section measure

ments. 

The positrons originate from pair production in the shower created 

when an intense beam of high-eiiergy electrons strikes a thick, high-Z 

target. In both the current Livermore and Saclay facil.' les, the con

verter is located between linac sections, and the emerging positrons 
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are accelerated to the desired energy, energy-analysed, and then 

transported to the experimental area. Ultimately, the positron flux 

is concentrated upon the annihilation target, which is closely 

followed by a sweeping magnet for isolating the final photon beam. 

Typical experimental resolutions for measurements in the giant 

resonance region range from 150 to 400 keV, and although measure

ments have been made with resolutions as fine as 66 keV , beam 

intensities are low because the number of annihilation, photons varies 

approximately as the square of the resolution width. Moreover, the 

attainable resolution is limited by beam phase-space, steering and 

alignment factors. The current accelerators at Saclay and Liverroore 

can produce ̂ 10 annihilation photons per second in a 1% energy bin. 

Unfortunately, energetic positrons not only annihilate, but can 

also produce bremsstrahlung radiation. This means that the mono-

energetic annihilation peak is accompanied by a continuous brems

strahlung spectrum, as shown in fig. 3. Since the ratio of the anni

hilation to bremsstrahlung cross sections is approximately propor

tional to Z~ , low-Z annihilation targets are chosen to suppress the 
bremsstrahlurg component. Even so, above any given photonuclear 

threshold the reaction yield from bremsstrahlung photons Increases 

quickly with Increasing positron energy (fig. 4) and accurate measure

ment becomes progressively more difficult. 

Two different methods have been employed to determine and subtract 

off the bremsstrahlung-produced background. The first involves re

peating the measurements with negative electrons incident upon the 

annihilation target, and assuming that the bremsstrahlung spectra pro

duced by the e and e~ beams are identical. In the second methodr the 

background is measured with a high-Z annihilation target in place of 

the standard low-Z target. This avoids the necessity of having to 

readjust the beam deflection system for negatively-charged particles. 

In addition to the Saclay and Livermore installations, annihilation-

photon facilities have been constructed at Glessen and at the General 

Atomic laboratories in San Diego. At Mainz, the method is currently 

being used to measure {y,y) scattering from the giant resonance region. 

By now/ the capabilities of the technique have been reasonably-well 

delineated, yet its full potential remains to be exploited. 

No provision for creating or accelerating positron beams has been 

specifically designed into the Amsterdam medium energy facility. 
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4. Photon tagging. 

4.1. Principle. 

Pig. 5 shows schematically the principle of the bremsstrahlung 
7) 

tagging facility developed at Illinois , An incident beam of mono-' 
energetic electrons radiates in a thin foil, producing a forward-
directed flux of bremsstrahlung photons which Interacts with the target 
under investigation. Recoil electrons are analyzed magnetically, and, 
provided that the energy loss is appropriate, are incident upon an 
array of electron detectors. If a product radiation is observed in 
coincidence with a recoil electron, the energy of the photon respon
sible for the reaction is uniquely specified. To good approximation 
this is equal to the difference between the. energies of the inci
dent (E ) and recoil (E ) electrons s 

e r 

w « Ee - Er (1) 

The vast majority of electrons incident upon the radiator lose 

little energy and are deflected to a Faraday cup or beam dump. 

4.2. Photon resolution. 

The resolution of this method is determined by three factors: the 

energy spread of the Incident beam, AE , the energy straggling of 

electrons in the radiator, AE , and a contribution from the spatial 
5 

resolution of the recoil electron detector, AE : 

Aw - V(AE J 2 + (AEo)
2 + (AE>2 (2) 

Photon resolutions of 7.5 KeV ' have been attained using a multi-

wire proportional counter (MWPC) to detect the recoil electrons. In 

practice, however, we would expect to use broader resolutions than 

this. 

4.3. Production rates for taggedphotons,, 

If more than one recoil electron is detected within the coin

cidence resolving time, 2T, the energy of the photon initiating an 

observed reaction is not uniquely defined. Jn the first instance, 

it is therefore the resolving time which restricts the maximum *:agged 
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photon rate: 

'Y,max n ~ -j~- d , (3) 

where d is the duty factor. 

In practice we. would probably use: 

ny,max * 37" • T* ' (3a) 

-9 For example, d * 0.1 and 2 T = 5.10 sec. give: 

n _ „ » 2.10 tagged photons/sec. Y, max 

This is reasonably independent of resolution provided that the 

background is low. By "background" we mean not only the general expe

rimental background observed by either the recoil electron (B ) or 

reaction product (B } detectors, but also, and probably more impor

tantly, the reaction yield produced by untagged photons. As the 

background increases so does the random coincidence count rate, and 

this ultimately comes to limit the optimum tagged photon rate to values 

below that set by eq. (3a). 

The count rate in the 1 recoil electron detector is: 

ne - n[P(Ei)AE1] z^ (E^ + B r , (4) 

where n is the number of radiating electrons per second which produce 

photons with energy greater than the threshold of the studied reaction, 

w . e^ is the electron detection efficiency of the channel, AE. its 
i energy acceptance, and P(E) the bremsstrahlung probability distribution, 

normalized such that: 

/ e t P(E) dE - 1. (5) 
0 

The count rate in the product channel is given by the photonuclear 

yield equation, {eq. (A2) of appendix 1), together with certain effi

ciency factors: 

E ' 
n
p -" Jw

ep(w) får ri * e " M ( w > x K ( w V w ) aw + \ (6) 
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In this equation X is the target thickness in nuclei per square 

centimetre, o(w) and u(w) are the studied reaction and total y~ab" 

sorption cross sections respectively, e (w) is the fraction of the 
a 

produced photon flux which is intercepted by the target, and c (w) 

the detection efficiency of the product counter, including solid 

angle factors. 

The true coincidence count rate is: 

n, = nL , (7) 
ci i 

where 

Lt - [P(Et)AEj 1 ^ - [1 " e"fi("i)^]eri(B1)E|l(Wl)cp(wl) (7a) 

and E. + w. = E . The random coincidence count rate is given by: 

nr3 » 2tn n 
i e± p 

= 2 T n 2 r P ( E i ) A E i J £ r (E±) / / P ( W ) ^ j . [ i - e ^ ( w ) X J E g (w)ep{w)dw 

+ 2 t B r ^ e P ( W ) {Ljgf [ l - e - ^ w ) X J C a ( w ) e (w)dw 
i t K v 

+ 2 T B n [ P ( E i ) A E i n e r ( E ^ + 2 r B r B p , 

so t h a t t he r a n d o m - t o - t r u e c o i n c i d e n c e r a t i o i s : 

(8) 

W * % * % 
B « « „ 2TB B_ 

2TB M. r . p r r i 1 ^ T V i 11 

where 

(9) 

(9a) M. = L P I B ^ B j s ^ ) 

and { % ( * > £{§>. [ l - e ^ C w ) X ] C a ( w ) e p ( w ) d w 

VV " J[t (9b) 

\i (w.) ' ' a i p i 
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He now compute , for two different cases, the time required to 

achieve a specified statistical precision, f. During time t the 

total number of coincidences counted by channel i is: 

so 

tn = tn + tn = tn (1+R.) , 
si ci ri ci * 

tn„ = tn / (1+R.) . 
ci si x 

(10) 

The associated error is: 

so 

A2(tn. ) 
8 

(tnc )-,, p(tnc )1
 2 

fI 
A2(tn„ ) A2(R4) 

ci _ 1 i-
(tn J- " tn U+R.) (1+R.) c± C i i i 

(11) 

(12) 

4.3.1. Case 1: Uncertainty in RV dominated by thev relative error in 
• • • • • " • I * » I l l l l i l l , ^ ( H I I H n i i | 1 1 ^ 1 i i » • • » » • I I . I I I I . I I 

the coincidence resolving' time. 

9) 
Our development follows the treatment by Wapstra . Assuming the 

background count rates B and B to be negligibly small, and L.<<1, 

(as shown by eq. (7a) for most practical situations), we obtain 

f I - -
Rigi 

i tnL^l+R^ + TT+R^) 

where 

gA = A(2T) / 2T 

Even for t-*>«, we are restricted to a precision of Rjtfj/ (1+R^) . 

The time required to reach a specified relative precision, x. = ^i/^i' 

i s seen to be 
2 

rc 
t 

1 LT^ „ 
i i 

j ^ y - f>i - A H ' »i1«««!)"1 (12a) 

http://ii.iiii.ii
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Plots of this function (fig. 6) show that the experimental tine 
can be unnecessarily long unless the random-to-true coincidence 
ratio R. is close to the optimum, R. . This can be determined 
by differentiating eq. (12) with respect to n: 

df . r (1+2R ) 2g?R? -j 
2 f i a i r - * (1+Ri> [- n i ^ 1 - - TTTRTTJ - ° <13> 

The optimum coincidence ratio is therefore a solution of: 
2 2 

o *C ^ i*j7 r3+2R. .T 

<1+Rl,opt» L'T'"i."PtJ 

For small relative precisions, (x.< 1), there is only one positive 
solution: 

x. 14x? 
R. nn¥ = — + -TT (14) 

The locus of the optimum ratios defined by this expression is shown 
in fig. 6. Taking account of the accelerator duty factor, we de
duce for the shortest possible time to reach a desired precision: 

Ti,opt = ^ » o p t ^ 

• © I É?- (• - fe -J 
The corresponding optimum photon production rate is 

i/Opt ifopt i i 

Note that this value is defined for a single channel. In experi
mental situations where there is more than one channel the best 
overall production rate, n O D tr will be given by some average over 
the individual channel values, n̂ ^ t. When the random coincidence 
background is large, the optimum tagged photon rate, 
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n
Y,oPt - "opt I [*<*!> » J e r ±

( V > U?) 

may be less than the maximum acceptable value, n _„„, given by 

eq. (3a). 

4.3.2. Case 2: Uncertainty In R. dominated by the uncertainty In 

the background count rate, B_ . 
rl 

We again neglect B , and further assume B to be proportional to 

the incident rate of radiating electrons: 

B » nb 
ri 1 

Thus 

» 2 h 2 

2 1 i i 
fa = -r=r—t-, .'r> I *• ' v' # (18) i " tnL^l+R^ " ^ 7 

where 

Mb ) 
ri 

hi " (M.+b J 
1 ri 

The calculation of the optimum tagged photon rate is therefore seen 

to proceed along the lines defined in case 1, and similar results are 

obtained. 

The above equations enable count rate estimates to be made for 

experiments employing tagged photons. The derived optimum rates are 

observed to be influenced by numerous experiment- and facility- depen

dent parameters, so the presentation of straight-forward numerical 

examples is not a simple matter. Detailed assumptions are required 

concerning the experimental instrumentation and circumstances. These 

questions will be pursued further in part II of this report. 

5. Bremsstrahlung single difference subtraction (SDS) technique. 

Standard procedures for unfolding bremsstrahlung data are subject 

to a number of difficulties. In the simplest "photon difference" 

technique, the desired Y~C*OSS section is derived from appropriately 

normalized differences between yield measurements taken at different 

bremsstrahlung end-point energies. The difference photon spectrum, or 
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"resolution-function"', (fig. 7) which should ideally be a 6-function, 

is instead seen to be decidedly asymmetric and broad at it base. 

More sophisticated methods, such as the Penfold-Leiss ' technique, 

improve the symmetry and width of the resolution function, yet are 

sensitive to the details of shape of the high energy photon tip, 

which, in general, are not precisely known. Moreover, the statistical 

and systematic errors are magnified, and precise beam energy and 

flux monitoring become mandatory. Recently, an alternative approach 

to the standard unfolding techniques has been developed, and this 

has proved to offer advantages for measurements above 40 MeV photon 

energy 

The method is based upon the following onaervations; for photon 

energies away from the endpoint, the dependence of the spectrum shape 

on the Z-value of the radiator only enters through the screening and 

Coulomb corrections and is weak, especially for low Z-radiators. Close 

to the photon end-point, the bremsstrahlung spectrum is strongly 

Z-dependent for one of two possible reasons. In low-Z radiators this 

dependence results from the ionization losses and straggling of the 

electrons in the raJiator, For high-Z radiators the energy loss is 

small, but the Z-dependence of tit? shape of the bremsstrahlung tip 

assumes greater importance. 

The new single-differe^ne subtraction technique calls for two 

separate measurements at nominally the same energy, using radiators 

of different Z. The strong Z-dependence at the photon end-point pro

duces a peak in the photon difference spectrum (fig. 7), whereas for 

lower Y~energies, the relative insensitivity to Z leads to an 

approximate null. Different radiator thicknesses and/or incident elec

tron energies can be chosen to optimize the cancellation beneath the 

peak in the resolution function. 

Vor reasons of having the greatest possible photon flux on target, 

the original proposal oi the SDS method placed the radiator only 

10 cm. before the studied target. This meant that the radiator 

thicknesses had to be chosen such that the mean residual energy 

of the emerging electrons was the same for each measurement. This 

minimizes the difference in tha electro-production yields. In these 

circumstances it was found that only low-Z radiator pairs would per

mit adequate cancellation of both the electro-production and low-

energy bremsstrahlung yields. 
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When magnets for sweeping out the electron beam are inserted 

after the radiator, the extended distance required between the radia

tor and target results in the photon flux on target being decrea

sed by about two orders of magnitude. However, in this case both 

the incident beam energies and radiator thicknesses can be varied 

to optimize the low-energy cancellation, and the use of high-Z radia

tor pairs may be ieasibl«*.Accordingly we might expect a concomitant 

increase in the intensity of the photon difference peak, and a de

crease in its width. 

Note that the SDS technique was developed to perform cross section 

measurements at a set of energies widely-spaced compared to the reso

lution. Xt was not the intention to use it for the classic yield curve 

experiment in which many measurements are made at closely-spaced end-

point energies. Compared to standard techniques employing yield curve 

unfolding, the SDS method is efficient, and appears to have conside

rable potential for experiments in the intermediate energy range. 

6. Other methods. 

Variable-energy Y~rav fluxes have also been produced by back-
12) scattering of laser beams , and by utilizing coherent bremsstrahlung 

from thin crystals . However, with the future Amsterdam Accele

rator, these techniques appear to have limited application and will 

no be pursued further. 

Part II of this report will concentrate upon the photon tagging 

method. It has been demonstrated that the necessity of detecting two 

particles in coincidence place« strict limitations oh the count rates 

that may be achieved using this technique. Nevertheless, tagging 

promises to provide data qualities that cannot be matched by any 

other existing method, such as high resolution and low, well-known 

background levels. To fully realize the prospective advantages of 

the technique a high accelerator duty factor is mandatory. The de

signed 10% duty factor of the new Amsterdam facility may meet this 

requirement. 

In the course of investigating this possibility we will briefly 

review past work performed using the tagging method, ind compute« 

for various specific examples, the count rates that might be achieved 

in similar experiments at Amsterdam. The desirable instrumentation 

for such a facility will also be discussed. 
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Appendix 1. 

A monochromatic photon beam of energy w and intensity m (photons 

per second) is incident upon a target of thickness X (nuclei per 

square centimetre). Let the studied reaction and total y-ray absorp-

tion cross sections by a(w) and u(w) (cm ) respectively. In thick

ness element dx, distance x from the front surface of the target, 

the number of photons giving rise to the measured reactionnis: 

dr (w) * me" y ( w ) x
 ff(w)dx (sec"1) 

The total number of reactions is therefore« 

»Cirt-Sajg! [l-e-"""X] . (All 

Ninety-five per cent of the incident beam is absorbed by a target 

of thickness uX=3, Nevertheless, only a small fraction of this beam 

produces the studied reaction. For example, consider 10 Mk-V yrays 

incident upon an aluminium target, for which the yabsorptlcm cross 

section 

p(w=10MeV) = 1,05 x 10"24CIA2. 

A reasonable estimate for a nuclear cross section of aluminium is 
-24 2 

0.01 x 10 cm , so 

X (io MeV) ^ ?• 'v 0.01 
• m p 

for a target of thickness yX > 3. 

In experiments employing continuous bremsstrahlung radiation, the 

reaction yield is expressed by the well-known photonuclear yield 

equation: 

r(Ee) - n/
 eP(w) cr(w) ^ fitøy > dw, (A2). 

where n describp« the incident photon flux produced by an electron beam 

of energy E , and P(w)dw is the probability for the production of a 

bremsstrahlung photon with .energy between w and w+dw. 
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Figure captions. 

Fig. 1. The differential bremsstrahlung cross sections, -£ , and 
An 

intensity spectrum, E «•=, produced when 50 MeV electrons 

strike a thin tungsten radiator. 

Fig. 2. Angular dependence of the low frequency linear polarization 

for photon energies, w, equal to 0.1E , where the initial 

electron energy, E . is equal to 0.25, 1.0, 10. and 
2) 

100 MeV. (Figure taken from Motz and Placious, ref ). 
Fig. 3. Differential cross sections for the production of annihi

lation and bremsstrahlung photons when 19 NeV positons strike 
14) 

a beryllium target. (Figure from Hayward, ref ). 
Fig. 4. (a) *%1Pr(Y,n) yield per dose unit produced by positons ånd 

electrons incident on a beryllium foil. The energy scale is 

that of the photons from the in-flight annihilation of 

positons. 

(b) lå,1Pr(Y,n) cross section obtained by subtraction of the 

electron bremsstrahlung background from the positon data. 
15) (Figures from Sund et al., ref. ). 

Fig. 5. Schematic of the bremsstrahlung tagging instrumentation. 

Monochromatic electrons of energy E radiate in a thin foil, 

producing a forward-directed flux of bremsstrahlung photons 

which is intercepted by the studied target. Recoil electrons 

are magnetically analyzed and focussed upon an array of 

detectors. An observed coincidence between the detection 

cf a bremsstrahlung electron and the detection of some 

product radiation from the tatget establishes the energy 

of the phucon responsible for the reaction. 

fig. 6. Dependence of t, the time required to achieve a specified 

relative precision x, on the random-to-true coincidence 

ratio, R. It is assumed that the error in the coincidence 

resolving time is the dominant instrumental uncertainty, 

and that general experimental background is low. The dashed 

curve is locus of the optimum ratios as given by approximate 

equation (14). 

Fig. 7. (a) Bremsstrahlung intensity spectra, (J(Ee,w) for 51 MeV 

(continuous curve) and 50 MeV (dashed curve) electrons 

radiating in a ,02 r.l. gold foil. The ordinate scale is the 

number of photons per MeV per incident electron multiplied 

by the photon energy in MeV. 
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Fig. 7. (b) Photon difference spectrum: «{w) * 0(51,w)-l.Olff (50,w). 

(c) Photon difference spectrum obtained by suming brems-

strahlung spectra at endpoints 51, 49, 47, .... HeV each 

multiplied by the appropriate Penfold-Leiss coefficient, 

or "B-Nunber" *0>. 

(d) Single-difference subtraction spectrum (continuous curve) 

obtained from beryllium-aluminium comparison. For .020 r.l. 

Be radiator E = 52.75 HeV, whereas Al has thickness 

.022 r.l. and E « 50.96 MeV. The difference in radiator 

thicknesses arises from electron-electron bremsstrahlung. 

The ordinate scale is the same as figs, (a) and (b) and the 

dashed curve represents the virtual photon spectrum. 

(Figures from Matthews and Owens, ref. ' ) . 
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